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 Why worry about technological advances?
 Are those advances real?
 If they are real, how much attention do they deserve?
 What sort of technological change will we see?
 How do we decide which technology will enable our winter 

maintenance activities to excel going forward? 
 How do we decide which technologies sound wonderful, but will 

not in fact help us that much? 
 What new problems can we expect from the new technologies 

that we embrace?








 Appears slow at first
 Then rapid “take off”
 The speed of the take 

off is unexpected
 Because we think 

linearly…



 Great Expectations!
 Also new technology
 Much more information out there about weather on 

the highways
 Improved vehicle performance (both real and 

perceived)
 Are we there yet?!



The Science is not 
what it used to be!







The complexity for minimum component costs has 
increased at a rate of roughly a factor of two per 
year ... Certainly over the short term this rate can be 
expected to continue, if not to increase. Over the 
longer term, the rate of increase is a bit more 
uncertain, although there is no reason to believe it 
will not remain nearly constant for at least 10 years. 
That means by 1975, the number of components 
per integrated circuit for minimum cost will be 
65,000. I believe that such a large circuit can be 
built on a single wafer. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1975


 If chip density is a measure of complexity then 
complexity is doubling at an increasing rate

 Originally once every two years, now taken as once 
every 18 months

 Is there a limit?
 Does it apply to other technologies?





 Exponential 
Growth in 
iPods

 October 2001 
– first iPod 
on sale – 5 
GB



Suppose a data-transmission solution costs you $1,000 
per block of data moved today

 In 18 months, it will cost $300
 In 36 months it will cost $100
 In 54 months it will cost $30
 In 72 months (6 years) it will cost $10
 Is it affordable then? 



 Not easy to say, but things will definitely be changing!
 Interesting Bill Gates quote:

We typically overestimate the change 
that will occur in the next two years

And underestimate the change that will 
occur in the next ten years…



 Hmmm!
 Most likely in the area of information gathering 

(sensors, networks) and information management (big 
data etc.)







 Expect to be surprised!
 Weather is going to be a major concern
 Most likely we will see this first in freight and 

commercial applications
 Why? Because that is where money can be saved most 

quickly…
 So, where else will we be seeing folks trying to save 

money in ways that impact transportation?



 It used to be if we wanted to buy something, we went 
to the store

 Now? Amazon!



 Car sharing companies like Zipcar
 Ride sharing like Uber
 Growth in tele-commuting?
 Alternative modes of commuting?
 In US we MAY see a reduction in vehicle miles traveled 



 On the one hand, there might be less traffic on the 
road, but…

 The road user expectations are most likely to continue 
rising

 Budgets? Well, would you bet on them increasing?
 So, how will technology impact winter maintenance up 

through the year 2021?



 New, cheap sensors
 Able to measure all sorts of things
 Means that if we want to, we can know exactly what 

our trucks are doing…
 How can that help?



 They will all be geo-tagged (or they can be if you want 
them to be)

 So we can know inputs, outputs and outcomes at every 
point on the network that we have to manage

 Wait, what are these inputs, outputs and outcomes?



 What is the condition of the road before you have taken actions
 Base information 

 where the road goes, 
 how many lanes,  any passing lanes, 
 what the desired levels of service and the assigned priority for the 

road are
 Micro-climate type information like:

 Shading
 Nearby bodies of water
 Elevation

 Can all be in your GIS



 What have you and the storm done to the road 
network before, during and after the storm
 Application rates and plowing cycles
 Pavement temperatures 
 Other in-storm weather data
 Accident response activities

 Will be GPS tagged, and will involve a variety of 
sensors on the truck, as well as infrastructure sensors.



 Did you achieve your level of service?
 Depends how you measure it:

 Bare pavement
 Grip level
 Traffic speeds

 How big a hurdle was it to get there? Storm severity?



 Measured to a fare-thee-well…
 But, will it make a difference?
 Depends what you do with it…



 What is the point of all these measurements?
 What do you want the point to be?
 What do your customers want from all this information?

If you get new technology, and you 
do not change your operations, then 

the technology was completely 
wasted



 The issue is NOT what technology can we use?
 BUT, what do we want to do that we cannot unless we 

get new technology?

So, what do you 
want to do?



 This is our roadmap
 Often expressed in terms of a road condition goal

 Bare pavement
 Bare wheeltracks

 Within a certain period of time
 3 hours after the end of a storm

 But there are a couple of things missing in this
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 What is the weather like?
 Some storms are easy, some are not!
 All those measurements could give us a clear idea of 

how bad the storm was
 Generally through some form of storm index
 If we want, we can sum the storm indices over a winter, 

and get a winter index…
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Moline 2013-14
Total Salt Used = 13,420 Tons
Tons/Index Point = 499

Moline 2012-13
Total Salt Used = 11,200 Tons
Tons/Index Point = 848



 How about calculating the storm severity on an hour by hour 
basis, for each mile of your system?

 How about communicating that to the public in near real-time?
 How about communicating your level of service in real-time to 

the public (like the Iowa Track-a-Plow system)?
 How about communicating the cost of lost mobility to the public 

on an hour by hour basis?

What Could Go Wrong?!





 Better information for your customers…
 Better knowledge for you

 Where are we doing a good job?
 Where are we not doing so well?
 Perhaps, why are we not doing so well?
 Do we really know our trouble spots?
 And if we do, do we take care of them appropriately?

 All allow us to get to our level of service more effectively…



 How efficiently are we getting to our level of service?
 Are we “applying the right amount of material, in the 

right place, at the right time, and keeping it there,” or 
do we just think we are?

 Can we identify systemic inefficiencies and remove 
them?

 Even if we have detailed application rate programs, are 
we actually following them (an example!)?
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 They had a great concept
 Adjust application rates to allow for differences in:

 Pavement temperature
 Storm type
 Cycle time

 But they discovered they were not really following them
 Getting serious about using the rates (i.e. tracking who did 

what, when they did it, and why) got them 20% savings…



 Isn’t having that information dangerous? Won’t it open 
us up to law suits?

 How on earth will we store all that data?
 What if we get bogged down in the technology and the 

implementation of it?



 It is conceivably possible that tracking all this information will 
reveal occasions when your agency did not do what should have 
been done…
 In that case, if litigation is involved, you settle as quickly as possible.

 It is much more likely that the information will show that the 
agency acted correctly, or that you could not possibly have put a 
stone into that car window, or…

 So, yes, there are risks, but the information is much more likely 
to reduce risk than to increase it, unless…

 You do not think you are doing a good job…?



 A BIG issue! As you instrument everything, you will start to 
get not just gigabytes of data, but petabytes (one petabyte 
is 1,000,000 gigabytes)

 You will need an archiving policy
 For example, how long will you keep photos? 

 Some agencies keep them for 1 year, some for 1 day, some for 1 
hour. 

 Which of these you choose is not critical, but having a policy 
and sticking to it is critical

 Data that does not get used, does not serve a purpose…



 Remember, the goal is not to have the technology, but 
to achieve your purpose, whatever it may be

 The technology is just a tool that may make it easier to 
achieve your purpose

 It is not the end goal, it is not the “point of the 
exercise” it is a force multiplier, nothing more.



 The rate of technological change is only going to 
increase going forward

 Exact predictions are so tough as to be meaningless, 
but likely sensor measurements will be growing 
rapidly

 Technology is not an end in itself – it is a tool and a 
force multiplier
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